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The Emblem hotel typically achieves very high occupancy rates year

round. However, occupancy does drop off during the winter months

and on Sunday evenings. 

 

As such, the Emblem recruited HotelFlex to support their ADR during

these lower occupancy periods. 

 

The HotelFlex service allocates empty rooms to guests arriving on early

morning flights or leaving on late afternoon flights so that they can

extend their stay to accommodate their awkward travel schedules.

Boosting revenue for the hotel and increasing the personalisation of

service to guests.

 

The service is currently achieving a 9% conversion rate resulting in a

14.5 x ROI. Not a bad investment!

Supporting ADR



As the HotelFlex service only uses empty rooms from the night

before to offer early check-ins there has been no operational impact

at The Emblem. All the rooms are clean are ready to go from the day

before. 

 

The service is also completely automated meaning that there is no

additional work needed by the front desk team. 

 

As a result all revenue generated for The Emblem Hotel has come

with no additional cost and drops straight to the bottom line as profit.

 

Consequently, the revenue that the HotelFlex service has been

generating is the equivalent of selling an additional 7 extra room

nights per week.

 

Not bad for a 59 bedroom hotel!

 

No Operational Impact



"All I had to do was sign-up and they took care of
everything. Suddenly we are generating an additional

€150 profit every week, with no extra cost.
 

It was so easy - I would definitely recommend
HotelFlex."

Helena Valtrova,
General and Sales Manager The Emblem Hotel



Want to Learn More?

Email hello@hotelflex.io or call us on the numbers below:

Europe Sales US Sales APAC Sales
+44 20 3286 8554 +44 20 3239 3362 +85 2 8175 3510


